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User Manual 
 

Dear users,  

 

Thank you very much for choosing our touch screen series products. Before installing and using the 

product, please read this manual in detail so that you can have an in-depth understanding of its 

performance. Please save this manual and refer to it if you encounter problems in the future. 

In order to improve the products, the company will adopt new technologies, new technologies and new 

components as much as possible. Therefore, the company reserves the right to change this manual 

without prior notice. The features, functions, and operations described in this manual may not be exactly 

the same as those of our machines sold in various locations. Before using this manual, you should ask our 

company or distributor for the current applicable information. 

This manual is only applicable to our T320+ touch screen integrated machine used in China. This manual 

contains the latest information as of the printing of this manual. The company is solely responsible for the 

revision and explanation of the manual and reserves the right to change the product after printing 

without notice. Some diagrams in this manual are for reference only. If the picture does not match the 

actual object, please refer to the actual product. 

This equipment must be disassembled, maintained, and updated by professional after-sales service 

personnel or an authorized dealer. The company is not responsible for any unauthorized changes to this 

equipment, failure to replace or connect equipment and cables. 
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1. Safety Precautions 

① Select a flat and vibration-free countertop to place the cash register; 

② the location of the cash register should be selected to avoid direct sunlight, temperature 

changes, away from water sources and less dust; 

③ Please keep the cash register away from strong electromagnetic fields; 

④ to avoid blocking or covering the vents, to avoid any metal objects, flammable substances, 

liquids into or into the machine to prevent electric shock or fire; 

⑤ In areas or shops with poor power quality, a regulated power supply should be provided to 

separately supply power to the cash register; 

⑥ This product uses a standard two-pole grounded wall power outlet and cannot be modified at 

will. It should be confirmed whether the voltage of the socket matches the voltage marked on the 

nameplate of the machine; 

⑦ Be sure to plug the grounding pin of the power plug into the power socket or the grounding jack 

of the power strip, and make sure the grounding jack is truly grounded. If the grounding is poor or not 

grounded, it will cause electric shock, fire or damage to the equipment; 

⑧ the cash register is best not to share a socket with other high-powered frequently activated 

appliances, the power outlet should also be located close to the cash register and easy to plug, so that the 

power can be cut off as soon as possible in an emergency; 

⑨ If you continue to use this product under abnormal conditions such as smoking, abnormal smell 

or strange noise, it may cause fire or electric shock. Turn off the power immediately, unplug the power 

cord from the outlet, and immediately notify the company's authorized agent, dealer to handle, or call 

the after-sales service hotline; 

⑩ The connection of various cable wires inside the device is ensured to be carried out under the 

condition of power failure. Be sure to fix the fixing screws. Do not plug or unplug the cable while it is live; 

11 When cleaning the cash register, please do not use a damp rag or chemical to wipe the body, 

such as: gasoline, thinner, corrosive reagents, etc.; 

12 When the cash register fails, such as: abnormal noise, odor, electric leakage, etc., the power 

should be cut off immediately, stop using, do not open or repair it, and contact the cash register agent in 

time; 

13 This product may cause radio interference in a living environment. In this case, the user may be 

required to take practical measures for its interference; 
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14 Do not discard the battery after replacing the battery on the motherboard. (If the battery is 

replaced improperly, it may cause explosion or serious damage. It must be replaced by the same model or 

the same type of battery recommended by the manufacturer). 

15 Each interface of the host is a standard interface. Do not misconnect other special devices to 

avoid damage. 

16 Please be sure to back up the information or procedures that you think are valuable in a timely 

manner. 

 

2. Installation approach 

1) unboxing 

After receiving the machine, unpack the box Immediately. if there is any damage, immediately claim from 

the transportation company and notify the manufacturer. After unpacking, you should also check whether 

the spare parts are complete, and the appearance of the machine is good or not. The most important 

three points as follows: 

① The appearance. 

② Power adaptor 

③ Power cable 

 

2) Main technical specifications 

 

Power Adapter: 

AC input voltage: 100~240V 50/60Hz 1.5A(MAX) 

DC output voltage: 12 V 

DC output: 5A 

Rated output power: 60W 

Working temperature: 0 ° C ~ 40 ° C 

Storage: -20 ° C ~ +55 ° C 

Relative humidity: 20% to 90% (40 ° C) 
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3) Preparation before using 

 

① Pay attention to the wiring of the connecting wires when placing the machine to ensure that 

each line is neat and tidy. 

② Turn on the power (Note: be sure to ensure that the power supply is well grounded) and turn on 

the power switch of the cash register. 

③ System installation (please use a genuine operating system). 

④ Software installation (install cash register software or some other application software, please 

try to use certified application software to avoid affecting your operating experience). 

⑤ Perform some common sales operations and check if the peripherals such as the monitor, 

printer, and cash drawer are working properly. 
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3. The appearance 

 Single screen 

                      

 

Dual screen 
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4. Parameters 

1) 15-inch LCD parameter 

 

Frame size 350mm x 275mm 

Visible area 303mm x 227mm（4：3） 

Resolution 1024 x 768 

Standard refresh rate 60Hz 

Dot distance 0.297mm x 0.297mm 

Brightness 300 cd/m² 

 

 

 

2) Touch screen parameter 

 

Interface USB 

Power 5V DC  

Operating temperature 0 - 70 degrees 

Storage temperature -40 - 80 degrees 

Humidity  95% at 60 degrees 

Precise tolerance ± 0.2mm 

Reaction time ≤35 MS 

Waterproof  I65 

Transmittance ≥87% 
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Motherboard interface 
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1) The definition of every interface. 

 

 

2) The 9.7 inch second display interface 
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① 1: DC-OUT DC 5V power supply output hole (sub-screen power input DC hole) 

② 2: Standard RS-232 communication serial port 

 

5. Dual screen display setting approach 

Before setting, pls be sure that the power cable, VGA cable and host of the LCD monitor are connected 

correctly. And be sure the graphics card driver installation is completed. 

 

1) The approach to set the dual screen display the same: 

 

Turn on Windows -- right click -- graphics options -- output to - clone mode 

 

2) The approach to set the dual screen display the different: 

 

Turn on Windows -- right click -- graphics options -- output to - Extended desktop -- build in display 

+monitor 

 

6. The instruction of disassembly the pos system 

 

1）screen rotation 
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Note: 1. customer display can be adjusted from 0° to 50° up and down; 

2. The main screen can be adjusted from 0° to 45° up and down. 

 

3) Disassembly customer display 
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The first step: rotate the secondary screen up by 30°; 

Step 2: Grasp the main screen with your left and right hands and press the “PUSH” area with your thumb 

up until the plastic cover is pushed out. 

 

 

 

Step 1: Remove "sub-screen DC power cord"; 

Step 2: Remove “sub-screen VGA signal cable”; 

Step 3: Take out the 4*PCS "sub-screen hinge fixing screw". That is, the secondary screen can be removed. 
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Remove the 4*PCS screw from the part shown above to remove the base. 

 

4) The main disassembly 

 

 

Take out the 13*PCS screw shown on the icon and gently separate the front and rear plastic covers of the 

main screen to disassemble the main screen. 
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7. Warranty 

1. The scope of warranty 

 

The products you purchase enjoy the free warranty of the company. The free warranty period is based on 

the specific business content at the time of purchase or the content promised by the distributor. 

 

2. Non-warranty scope 

a. Failure or damage to the product (including parts and components) is not covered by the warranty 

(although the product is under warranty), the company does not bear the free warranty obligation: 

b. The customer has failed to comply with the instructions, faulty or damaged products (including 

peripherals) caused by incorrect installation, storage and use; 

c. Failure or damage to products (including peripherals) caused by accidental damage, abuse, 

unauthorized disassembly or repair, modification, oil ingress, water ingress, etc. 

d. Failure or damage (including appearance) of products (including peripherals) caused by accidental 

factors or human causes (scratches, handling, bumps, input of inappropriate voltage and current, etc.); 

e. Product failure or damage caused by force majeure such as natural disasters (such as earthquakes, fires, 

etc.); 

f. Product failure or damage caused by product oxidation, short circuit, etc. caused by the use 

environment; 

g. The barcode is altered, deleted, lost, moved or otherwise not recognized by the date of purchase 

(including peripherals); 

Product damage caused by improper packaging or transportation during the return of the repair parts. 


